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1. Physics: Quark Gluon Plasma
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Physics. What we are searching for?

High density or high temperature → new state of matter:
the Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP)

Present in neutron stars and at first moments after the Big Bang
Accessible in heavy ion collision experiments
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Physics. How to probe the QGP?

jet quenching: about the density of the QGP
I jets = cascades of consecutive emissions of partons coming from hard parton

scatterings in the initial interaction
I high energy partons lose energy while propagating in the coloured medium

(gluon radiation and collisions)

quarkonium: about the temperature of the QGP
I cc̄, bb̄ produced in the initial phase of the collision
I colour screening in the de-confined phase

flow: about the equation of state of the QGP
I radial → azimuthally symmetric motion of the final state particles due to the

collective velocity from the fireball expansion
I anisotropic → preferred direction in the transverse plane → azimuthal

distribution of the produced particles anisotropic w.r.t. reaction plane

multiplicity: about the energy density of the QGP
I rapidity (y) and the pseudo-rapidity (η) density distributions of primary

charged particles
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Physics. Why the pt spectra?

At low pt , sensitivity to the temperature of
the system and to the radial flow
components:

dN

dpt
∝ pte

√
p2t +m2

Ts Ts = Tfrz out +
1

2
mv2
⊥

where Tfrz−out is the proper temperature of
the thermal freeze-out of the fireball, v⊥ is
the velocity of the particles, related to the
radial flow.

Anti-particle/particle ratio

Baryon/meson ratio

Abundance of particles as a function of
√
s

PHENIX results for Au–Au
collisions at RHIC.
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Physics. Why the pt spectra in p–p collisions?

Reference for heavy-ion analysis
I Energy loss studies need the comparison

with p–p results, e.g.

RAA =
(dN/dpt)AA

〈Ncoll〉 · (dN/dpt)NN

I extrapolation can be used, but results
obtained in similar configuration with the
same experiment are preferable

Tuning of the Monte-Carlo generators
I low pt particle production is not calculable

via pQCD
I phenomenological models are used

Validation of the statistical models
ALICE results for p–p data at√

s = 900 GeV
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2. Experiment: ALICE
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Experiment. What is ALICE?

A Large Ion Collider Experiment at the Interaction Point 2 of the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) → optimised for heavy-ion physics (i.e. QGP study)
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Experiment. What are rapidity and pseudo-rapidity?

Rapidity:

y =
1

2
ln

(
E + pz
E − pz

)
Pseudo-rapidity:

η =
1

2
ln

(
|p|+ pz
|p| − pz

)
= − ln tan(ϑ/2)
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Experiment. Which detector is used for this analysis?
Inner Tracking System
made of six layers of three different
detector types:
- pixel (SPD) → 240 modules
- drift (SDD) → 260 modules
- strip double-side (SSD) 1698 modules

- dE/dx information in the SSD and
SDD for particle identification

- dE/dx range from 0 to 8 MIP
(. maximum value for particle tracked
in ITS)
- total material budget ≈ 0.07 X0

res. on xloc [µm] res. on zloc [µm] occupancy [%]

SPD 12 70 1.5 - 0.4
SDD 38 28 2.5 - 1.0
SSD 20 830 4.0 - 3.3
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3. Detector commissioned: Silicon Drift Detector (SDD)
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SDD. How the ALICE SDD work?

Anodes 256× 2
Cathodes 291× 2
Anode pitch 294 µm
Cathode pitch 120 µm
HV (nominal) -1800 V
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SDD. Is the charge collection efficiency affected by
systematics?

Electron cloud, generated in the Si, spreads
during the drift

Signal tails could be cut by the
zero-suppression algorithm

How to study this effect?
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SDD. How to study the drift time dependence?

For each SDD layer, charge
distributions plotted in drift time
bins and fitted by Landau +
Gaussian convolution

Most Probable Value (MPV)
coming from the fit is plotted
versus drift time

Example →
- y = counts
- x = cluster charge [keV]
- drift time range 0÷ 5.6µs
- Monte Carlo simulation
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SDD. How to study the drift time dependence?

p–p events simulation cosmic data in Turin

correction extracted from simulation
⇓

applied to data
⇓

no dependence on drift time

p–p data @ 900 GeV 16 / 42



SDD. Is each module charge calibrated?

- ADC to keV conversion factor
extracted

- from p–p data @ 900 GeV

- 95% of modules not corrected
(discrepancy less than 8%)

- 5% of modules tuned one by one
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4. Detector used for the analysis: Inner Tracking System (ITS)
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ITS. Why use the Inner Tracking System?

3 detectors involved in pt spectra analysis: ITS, TPC and TOF
wide pt range coverage

ITS in stand-alone mode reaches low pt values

pt range [GeV]

pions 0.09 ÷ 0.7 0.2 ÷ 0.7 0.5 ÷ 2
kaons 0.2 ÷ 0.4 0.3 ÷ 0.6 0.5 ÷ 2

protons 0.3 ÷ 0.9 0.5 ÷ 1 0.5 ÷ 2.5
ITS sa TPC TOF
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ITS. What is the performance of the ITS stand-alone?

- pt resolution worse than TPC+ITS
tracks (11% vs <1%)
- good track efficiency
- capability to track very low
momentum particles
- good track impact parameter (d0)
resolution
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ITS. What about the energy loss resolution?

Truncated mean used to cut the
Landau tails:

4 points → average of 2 lowest
values

3 points → weighted average, 1
for the lowest value, 1/2 for the
second lowest one

tracks with < 3 points excluded
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5. Analysis: method
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Method. Which events are selected?

Selection on the events (common for all the analyses)

Event Selection + Background Rejection

SPD vertex with at least 1 contributor

Vertex position at |z | < 10 cm

Error on the vertex position σ(z) < 0.5 cm
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Method. Which tracks are selected?

Quality of the tracks:

track properly fitted with Kalman filter

χ2/(ITSclusters) < 2.5

Secondary contamination:

At least one point in SPD

Track impact parameter d0 < 7σ

Analysis requirements:

ITS stand-alone tracks

At least 3 points in SDD+SSD

Rapidity |y | < 0.5 (mass hypothesis)
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Method. How to extract the particle yields?

Distribution in pt bins of the variable ξ for each mass hypothesis ζ = π, K , p

ξ(ζ) = ln[dE/dx ]meas − ln[dE/dx(ζ, |~p|)]calc
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Method. How to parametrise the Bethe-Bloch?

dE/dx mean values extracted from
data and Monte-Carlo for the pion
peaks, to fine tune the fit parameters
using the Phobos parametrisation of
the Bethe-Bloch function →

dE

dx
(βγ) = p0

p1 + 2 ln γ − β2

β2
ρ(βγ)

ρ(βγ) =

{
p4 + (βγ − p3)2 for βγ < p2
p4 + (p2 − p3)2 for βγ > p2
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Method. How to fit the ξ distributions?

For each Gaussian, three main parameters are used:

A(χ, ζ, pt): if χ = ζ value used to calculate the yield

µ(χ, ζ, pt): ≈ 0 if χ = ζ, changes vs p following the Bethe-Bloch formula,
used to fix the fitting range

σ(χ, ζ, pt): depends on the detector resolution
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Method. How to fix the fit parameters?

µ(χ, ζ, pt) parametrised using the difference of log of Bethe-Bloch functions

σ(χ, ζ, pt) parametrised using ad hoc functions σ(pt) = α
p2
t ln pt

+ β
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ζ = π+ ζ = K+ ζ = p
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Method. How to correct the raw yields?

Correction factor calculated repeating the analysis on the Monte-Carlo simulated
data and extracting the following ratio:

Correction factor =
dN/dpt(ζ, pt)extracted

dN/dpt(ζ, pt)generated, all primaries
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Method. How to correct the raw yields?

Transport code:
difference between the
efficiencies from
GEANT3 and FLUKA

Feed-down:
secondary particles from
strange decays in
PYTHIA not consistent
with the one measured
using real data
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Method. What is the result of the corrections?

Transverse momentum spectra for positive and negative particles for p–p collision
at
√
s = 7 TeV (ITS stand-alone) raw and corrected values
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Method. Which systematic errors are present?

pt independent:
- fit procedure
- ITS detector efficiency
(dead channels, active
modules, etc.)

pt dependent:
- tracking efficiency
- secondary
contamination
- material budget
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6. Analysis: results
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Results. Does the analysis agree with the other detector
ones?

Sample used for the analysis: p–p data at
√
s = 900 GeV, December 2009

Very good agreement between 4 different analyses:
- ITS stand-alone tracks → ITS stand-alone identification
- global tracks → ITS identification (called ITS+TPC)
- global tracks → TPC identification
- global tracks → TOF identification
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Results. How to fit the spectra?

Spectra averaged using the systematic errors as weights and fitted with the Lévi
function → used to extract the total yields and the 〈pt〉:

d2N

dptdy
= pt

dN

dy

(n − 1)(n − 2)

nC (nC + m(n − 2))

(
1 +

mt −m0

nC

)−n
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Results. Which results are obtained?

Mean pt :
small rise w.r.t.

√
s → hard process

contribution

K/π ratio:
slight increase → 7 TeV data needed
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Results. Which results are obtained?

K/π ratios compared to E735 and STAR results and event generators
Increase with pt non dependent on collision energy
At pt > 1.2 GeV/c ratio larger than any model predictions, probably due to non
correct reproduction of the strangeness suppression
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Results. Which results are obtained?

Hadron spectra compared to Pythia and
Phojet tunings
Only one model well reproduces protons
No model well reproduces kaons in the
whole pt range
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7. Conclusion
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Conclusion. What can we conclude?

About the Silicon Drift Detector:

commissioned, charge calibrated and corrected for the drift distance
dependence

results published in Alessandro, B. et al., 2010, arXiv:1001.2276

stability guaranteed (also by myself) during all p–p data taking period
(2009-2010)

About the ITS stand-alone analysis:

code implemented to perform the analysis using the ITS stand-alone tracks
and the three Gaussian fit approach (now it is running on new p–p and
Pb–Pb data)

three Gaussian approach fine tuned, tested and used together with the other
analyses, allowing us to extract the identified hadron spectra in very large pt
range for p–p data at

√
s = 900 GeV

results published in Aamodt, K. et al., 2011, arXiv:1101.4110
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